Kanazawa University Foundation
Call for Candidates of
Study Abroad Scholarship FY2018
Graduate-Level Research Exchange

This scholarship is provided to individuals who go abroad and take part in research exchange with the researchers belong to the educational institutions ranked in the World’s Top 400 Universities.

1. Number of recipients
   108 persons per year (within the upper limit of the fiscal budget)

2. Scholarship
   Within 7 days: 50,000 yen
   From 8 days to 1 year: 60,000 yen to 100,000 yen/month

Deadline
It is necessary to apply before you go abroad. Please check the attached documents for more details.

Where to Submit
Acanthus Portal “WebClass” and Study Abroad Section
*varies depending on document form

How To Apply
You can find more information about this scholarship in the following URL.
https://sgu.adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/international/category/scholarship/

Contact
Study Abroad Section, International Exchange Division
International Relations Department
Email: studyabroad@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp